
Neural network

Why directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)?
• Many ML models are represented as computations on DAGs, 

such as neural networks and Bayesian networks.

• Neural architecture search (NAS) and Bayesian network 
structure learning are DAG structure optimization problems.

D-VAE Decoder
• Construct a DAG node by node.

• For each new node, first predict its type, and then predict its 
connections from existing nodes. Update node states on the fly 
using the same message passing function as the encoder.

• Iterate until an “output” type is decoded.

• Every node state at every step still injectively encodes the
computation up to itself. The decoding is computation aware too.
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Encoding DAGs using a GNN
• Traditional graph neural networks (GNNs) use a simultaneous 

message passing to extract local structure features around 
nodes, and then pool them into a graph representation.

• For DAGs, what’s important is not local features, but the global 
computation represented by the entire DAG.

• Computation vs. Structure

• A computation is the composition of a finite # of operations.

• Two DAGs can represent the same computation.

• Traditional GNNs fail to encode computations (cannot 
identify the above two DAGs carry the same computation).

• How to encode a computation?

• Let the message passing simulate the computation!

• Message passing no longer happens simultaneously at all 
nodes, but follows a topological order.

• A node updates its state only after all its predecessors do so.

• Use the final node’s state as the graph representation.

• Theorem: D-VAE maps computations to latent space injectively.

VAE for DAG optimization
• Train a variational autoencoder (VAE) for DAGs (D-VAE).

• In D-VAE’s latent space (continuous), perform Bayesian 
optimization to select better and better points.

• Decode the selected points back to DAG structures. 

• Transforms the discrete optimization problem into an easier 
continuous optimization, where principled BO can be used.

Bayesian network

Problems: 

• Discrete optimization space.

• Existing methods are mostly 
local search.

• Global methods, such as 
Bayesian optimization (BO), 
operate on continuous space.

• How to apply BO to DAG 
optimization?

Train a VAE that maps existing 

DAGs to a continuous space.

Bayesian optimization

to search new points.

Decode selected points to

DAG structures.
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Brief Summary of Experiments 
• D-VAE shows near perfect reconstruction accuracy, novelty, and 

validity. It generates novel and valid DAGs.

• The latent space of D-VAE is smooth w.r.t. DAG’s performance.

• D-VAE’s latent embeddings best predict DAGs’ true performances.
Predictive performance of latent points.

• NAS on CIFAR-10 (macro space)

Best 6-layer NN: 5.20% error rate 

Best 12-layer NN: 3.88% error rate 

• More results in paper.

2D visualization of latent space


